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20 Years of SLAAMB - Building on Success and Learning
SLAAMB and ASETS—Introduction
The Sioux Lookout Area Aboriginal Management Board (SLAAMB) was founded in November 1991 to
address the unique employment and training needs of clients living within Ontario‟s geographical
northwest. Since April 1, 1999 SLAAMB has held consecutive agreements with Human Resources &
Skills Development Canada (HRSDC) to deliver employment and training within the region. The Aboriginal Skills and Employment Training Strategy (ASETS) integrates Canada‟s labor market demands
with the employment needs of its Aboriginal peoples. ASETS will last until March 31, 2015 and SLAAMB
is an ASETS agreement holder.
Bob Bruyere
Coordinator

Building on Success and Learning
A commitment to transparency and fairness has helped SLAAMB become the strong organization that it is today. Of
the twenty five First Nation communities that make up SLAAMB‟s geographical catchment, only four are road accessible year round. A remote location poses many logistic, cultural and social challenges to clients seeking gainful training and employment. The SLAAMB coordinator has been a tireless and outspoken advocate for equal employment
opportunities for First Nations People living in the remote communities in the Sioux Lookout area. Before joining
SLAAMB, he worked as a Native Employment Counsellor with the federal government formerly called Canada Employment & Immigration Canada (CEIC). He considers this experience invaluable in his current position, which requires
that he be a skilled negotiator.
Breaking Ground in the Trades: Northern Ontario Steering Committee
There is a gap in cultural understanding and work practices between Aboriginal workers and local trade unions. In an
effort to move beyond misunderstanding and missed employment opportunities, SLAAMB has partnered with representatives from Thunder Bay trade unions to formalize a Northern Ontario steering committee. The committee‟s
mandate is to increase and retain a strong Aboriginal presence within the construction sector.
Piloting Success
The Centre for Aboriginal Apprenticeship Research (CAAR) was a three –year pilot project, which used new and innovative tools, including a virtual classroom, to promote Aboriginal Trades and Apprenticeships in Northern Ontario.
The Centre remains available and open for training opportunities.
Certification in Medical Interpretation
SLAAMB is tremendously proud of its Medical Interpreter Certificate program. Students travelled from across the
Sioux Lookout area to learn the medical terminology necessary to translate and advocate on behalf of patients. SLAAMB has partnered with the Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win Health Centre and Confederation College to deliver this program. The training occurred on site in SLAAMB classrooms. The inaugural class graduated on March 2011
with 13 out of 16 participants being recognized by the Elders Council as having the skills to provide “effective interpretation services within a healthcare setting”. This program was funded by HRSDC through the Aboriginal Skills and
Training Strategic Investment Fund.
Message from the Editor - Narene Barkman
Welcome to our Spring / Summer 2011 edition! It has been 20 years since SLAAMB was formed. As you read
through this edition, you will notice the many significant accomplishments that have been achieved over the
years. We have also included Trainee and Staff profiles. Both the profiles and documentation of milestones are
also meant to keep you informed of our programs and what we do at SLAAMB. In the last page (page 8) we
have included a section on „What is a Cover Letter and Why do you Need one?‟. We feel it is very important to
include this in the Newsletter in order to prepare our future trainees for upcoming programs that may possibly
come up within SLAAMB.
Lastly, I am very grateful for the opportunity to have worked with the participants and partners of the two (2) ASTSIF projects,
Taking Flight: Northern Aboriginal Aviation Careers and Medical Interpreter Programs. We are very proud of our trainees who
have successfully completed their respective programs and hope that the skills, knowledge and attributes/abilities you have
gained will have a profound impact in your future and career development. Meegwetch!
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20 Years of SLAAMB - Building on Success and Learning (continued from Page 2)
Taking Flight: Northern Aboriginal Aviation Careers
SLAAMB is proud of its Northern Aboriginal Aviation Careers program. This project was in partnership with 5 other
ASETS holders – Anishinabek (Union of Ontario Indians), Matawa First Nations Management Employment and Training, Metis Nation of Ontario, Ontario Federation of Indian Friendship Centres (O-GI), Shooniyaa Wa-Bitong (GCT #
3) with SLAAMB taking the lead.
Participants travelled from across Northwest Ontario area to learn about the aviation field in areas such as pilots,
management, metal and prop shop, flight attendants and aircraft maintenance. SLAAMB has partnered with Wasaya Group Incorporated to deliver this program. The training occurred on site within the various companies/agencies
of WGI with the pilot training taking place at Harv‟s Air in Steinbach, Manitoba. 11 out of 14 management trainees, 1
out of 3 metal shop workers, 2 out of 4 AMEs and 2 out of 12 pilots will be offered permanent jobs within WGI. This
program was funded by HRSDC through the Aboriginal Skills and Training Strategic Investment Fund.
Youth Skills Link
SLAAMB was successful in its negotiations with Service Canada to obtain up to $500,000.00 in youth skills link program to create up to 120 employment opportunities for the area youth.
Hydro One Aboriginal Workforce Development Initiative
SLAAMB is committed to building professional partnerships. The goal of the Hydro One Aboriginal Workforce Development Initiative is to build on the collective expertise of Hydro One and SLAAMB to develop and support a regional
workforce for occupations in the energy sector as knowledgeable and certified Hydro One apprentices. This initiative
now has refocused to encourage the area‟s youth to stay in school and finish grade 12 with an emphasis on math, sciences and English.
Employment and Training Programs, Childcare support
SLAAMB offers culturally appropriate training, in line with current labour market needs.
First Nation’s Community Initiatives
To provide a wholistic, integrated and common approach to the solution of educational, career, employment, and
infrastructure needs of area First Nations. The program is intended to stimulate aboriginal community development
of long term employment and business opportunities along with human resource needs by providing targeted wage
subsidies for on the job training.
Priorities include the gamut of programs and supports leading to employment/career goals. Key activities include:
getting people the skills they need to get and keep meaningful employment, providing people with direct supports/
training leading to apprenticeships, skills to employment programming, literacy & essential skills, especially skills leading to grade 12. Other similar programming.
First Nation’s District-Wide Initiatives
This program seeks to provide meaningful, incremental and career development opportunities. The focus is on district
wide employment training initiatives for area First Nations that combines theoretical and practical applications. This
program will provide wage subsidies, training costs, and other negotiated and specific costs to recognized organizations and institutions.
First Nation’s Individual Initiatives
To assist First Nation Individuals living off-reserve through a combination of programs and services to improve their
employment opportunities and facilitate their entry into the labour market. The program will provide individuals
with transferrable work skills, as well as on and off the job training which will lead to further employment. Other
components may include job counseling, placement activities and purchase of training.
First Nation’s Youth Programs
To assist First Nation Youth to gain meaningful employment/labour market skills/experience. Will provide secondary
and post-secondary students and high school drop outs with incremental and career development employment opportunities. Using wage subsidies, employers will be encouraged to hire out youth (aged 17-30) and provide them on
the job experience.
Childcare Programs
To maintain and improve childcare services to four First Nations Communities of Eagle Lake, Kasabonika, Wunnumin
and Bearskin Lake.
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Sixteen Students Awarded as Certified Medical Interpreters
On March 18, 2011, sixteen happy
graduates were awarded their certificates of completion in the Medical Interpreter Program, a program delivered by Confederation
College.
Six years ago, Josias Fiddler, Elder
from Sandy Lake First Nation and
SLAAMB Coordinator, recognized
the need for trained interpreters to
help First Nations people seeking
medical care in Sioux Lookout.
Initial work began in 2008 with
the signing of a Memorandum of
Understanding between Confederation College and the Sioux
Lookout Meno Ya Win Health
Centre. The goal was to have a
training program designed and
delivered locally that would meet
the needs of area First Nations
people. SLAAMB was successful in
obtaining a grant from the Human Resources Skill Development
Canada through the Aboriginal
Skills & Training Strategic Investment Fund.
The Medical Interpreter Program
was developed in collaboration
with SLAAMB, Confederation College and the Sioux Lookout Meno
Ya Win Health Centre and their
Elders Council. Numerous consulta-

tion meetings were held in 2009 2010 between the partners and
SLMHC Elders Advisors in developing the comprehensive interpreters
training program.
The thirteen month program began in February 2010 with an enrollment of twenty-three students.
Six of the students were full-time
Interpreters at SLMHC who took
Education leave to take the program.
The students are all members of
First Nation communities within
the SLMHC service area and all
speak one of the Oji-Cree, Cree
and Ojibway languages.
Confederation College Board of
Governors Certificates were
awarded to: Susan Albany, Viola
Angeconeb, Irene Beardy, Edward
Belmore, Christine Kakekaspan,
Stella Kakepetum, Billy
Kamenawatamin, Nan
KejicComber, Norah J. McKay, Donna
Morris, Titus Morris, Mary Oombash, Esther Pitchenese, Leah
Quequish, Bonnie Schaerig, Joshua
Tait.
Elders Award of Excellence were
presented to graduates who demonstrated, to the Elders, competence in the acquisition of the

Christine Kakekaspan received a Certificate of Academic Merit for achieving a
grade point average of 4.0 with an academic average of 94.36 %.

knowledge and skills necessary for
the provision of effective interpretation services in a healthcare setting: Susan Albany, Irene Beardy,
Edward Belmore, Christine
Kakekaspan, Stella Kakepetum,
Billy Kamenawatamin, Norah J.
McKay, Titus Morris, Mary Oombash, Esther Pitchenese, Leah
Quequish, Bonnie Schaerig, Joshua
Tait.
Barb Linkewich, Vice President of
Health Services, SLMHC, says, "On
behalf of Sioux Lookout Meno Ya
Win Health Centre Board, Senior
Management and staff, we extend
our congratulations to all graduates and may your skills continue
to help our clients and your skills
continue to grow!" (SLMHC Media Release)

"I enjoyed the course very much. I perfected my Oji-Cree language skills and therefore I am better equipped to
help our clients. There is no room for mistakes. I love my language, and I am a better speaker because I took
this course and will keep on learning. I want to thank our instructors and our employers for teaching us and
supporting all of us." Norah J. McKay, Medical Interpreter Program Graduate

This project was funded by HRSDC through the Aboriginal Skills and Training Strategic Investment Fund.
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Taking Flight: Northern Aboriginal Aviation Careers Program Celebration 2011

Proudly with their Certificates of Completion, the Taking Flight Program participants pose with executives
from SLAAMB, WGI and Wasaya Air LP after the Celebratory Luncheon to honour their success. 70% of the
Taking Flight participants have been offered full-time permanent positions within WGI & Wasaya Airways LP.

SLAAMB, along with its project partners WGI, Wasaya Airways LP and five ASETS holders celebrated the success of
the “Taking Flight: Northern Aboriginal Aviation Careers” Program on Friday, April 2, 2011 in Thunder Bay. Successful
participants were presented with Certificates of Completion. Like the Medical Interpreter Certificate Program, the
Taking Flight Program became a reality as a result of discussions years ago between WGI President Tom Kam and
Bob Bruyere of SLAAMB. Bob Bruyere encouraged the participants to be proud of themselves and their accomplishments and to determine their future themselves. With ongoing mentorship and support, this program has provided
the participants a fully supported opportunity for skills enhancement and career development and has helped them
leverage full-time jobs in the aviation industry. We want to wish all the participants the very best in their future endeavors. This project was funded by HRSDC through the Aboriginal Skills and Training Strategic Investment Fund.

Lloyd Meekis, Sandy Lake First Nation
member, won the essay competition held
amongst the trainees. When he presented his essay, he spoke highly about
his language and the importance of
superior customer service skills within the
aviation industry. Lloyd also expressed his
gratitude for the mentoring and support
he received from Wasaya Air and
SLAAMB while in the program. He has
been promoted to a full-time Assistant
Station Manager (Thunder Bay base).
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TRAINEE PROFILE
Prior to joining
Wasaya
Airways LP in
March 2002, I
gained most of
my work experience from
the
conWalter Slipperjack
s
t
r
u
c
t
ion
Station Manager
sector
and
Wasaya Airways LP
also
had
about one and half years experience in managing a gas bar in
Kenora.
I started out as a Groomer
with Wasaya Airways LP in Thunder Bay and then moved to the
Stores Department the following
year. At this position, I learned
how to ship stock to other three (3)
bases. The Purchasing Manager at
the time was Ed Garbos and he
was very helpful in showing me
everything the Stores Clerk position entailed. After two and a half
years with Wasaya Airways LP, I
applied for a Charter Sales Associate posting but I wasn‟t successful.
Soon after, another posting as the
Charter Flight Watcher was advertised and was offered the position.
I worked in this position for three
(3) years. Hoping to advance
within the company, I applied for
the Charter Sales posting but I
wasn‟t the successful candidate.
After being passed over for the
Charter Sales position I started to

actively search for employment in
the construction field but I was still
unsure about leaving because I
kept thinking that another opportunity might come up within the
Company. I was moved to other
duties as a Flight Watcher. While in
the Dispatch Office, some of my
responsibilities and duties were to
enter pilot flight times, project their
schedules with the flight planning
schedule and search for suitable
rest areas for the charter flight
crew during their day stays in the
North and in Southern Ontario.
Working as a Flight Watcher in
Dispatch was a welcome change as
it offered flexibility while in the
rotation schedule. Most importantly, it gave a new direction as it
prevented me from looking elsewhere for employment.
I remained in the Dispatch Office for
another year and a half or so before hearing about the Taking
Flight Program in the fall of 2009.
I applied with no real aspiration on
leaving the position. But when I
was offered the training position as
a Station Manager Trainee, I felt it
was such a great opportunity for a
new challenge.
At the time when I commenced the management trainee
position, Maureen Massaro was the
Thunder Bay Station Manager. She
showed me the ins and outs of the
day to day operations. She resigned in March 2010 and I be-

came the Acting Station Manager.
When I started as the Acting Station Manager, I only knew the basics of what had to be done at this
station. Within the period I became the Acting Station Manager
and upon my promotion as the
Thunder Bay Station Manager in
September 2010, I received a lot of
support and assistance from Wasaya Air‟s Human Resources department, my supervisors and my
assigned mentor. The focus group
sessions held by SLAAMB also
proved very beneficial. By listening to the wealth of knowledge
shared and discussed, I gained a
new insight and perspective in
terms of what I need to work towards as I continued the training
opportunity and pursue my new
career as the Thunder Bay Station
Manager.
I want to thank Tricia
Woods, Erin Anderson, Dean Woloschuk, John D. Beardy and Max
Kakepetum of Wasaya Air LP and
the project team from SLAAMB for
their support, advice and direction
while in the Taking Flight Program. Without their continuous
support and the Taking Flight project participants, I would not be
where I am at today.

It has been a great learning experience and a very rewarding one at the same time.
Thank you to my co-workers for
the many skills I have learned
from them.
I would like to wish the
entire group of trainees well on
their journeys to successful careers.
I know each and every one of
them will be successful with their

chosen career paths.
I believe each and every
one of them will inspire others to
follow their dreams and that they
all have shown that anything is
possible with hard work and perseverance. Keep working hard and
follow your dreams!
Meegwetch for all the great
memories.

STAFF PROFILE

Titus Semple
Retention Counselor
Taking Flight Project

To start, I
would like to
t h a n k
SLAAMB and
Wasaya Airways for allowing me the
o p p o r tu n it y
to be a part
of the Taking
Flight Project.
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TRAINEE PROFILE
My name is Kerry Wabange and I
am from Migisi Sahgaigan First
Nation. I recently graduated from
Red Deer College with my Business
Administration diploma and am
currently enrolled in the last 4
classes needed to complete the
Bachelor of Management Degree
program offered through Athabasca University. I am also working
towards a Canada Human Resources Professional (CHRP) designation.
I came on board with Wasaya as
an HR Management Trainee, as
part of the Taking Flight project.
Before the commencement of this

project, I possessed the education,
personality and professional skills
to begin a career in Human Resources but lacked direct work experience in a federally regulated
work environment. This project has
allowed me to apply my educational and professional skills to a
variety of projects and professional
interactions and situations. I have
also been able to broaden the
scope of my professional skills and
attributes and am thankful to
have been given the opportunity
to work for such a great company
with a proven track record for
growth and success.
I feel that I have achieved all that I
have set out to and look forward

to the next professional challenge and
opportunity, in which
I can further develop
and expand my
knowledge base and
skills reperKerry Wabange
toire.
HR Management Trainee
Furthermore, I am ecstatic about being
offered a full time position as the
Recruitment and Retention Coordinator at Wasaya Airways .
I am thankful to all those that
played a part in this program as it
has provided myself along with
many others with such great career
opportunities that we may not
have had otherwise.

communities on employment and
training initiatives. We are in regular
contact with the communities to have
them submit training proposals for
board approval.
After their approval, the community leadership
then puts people to work or onto
training programs. We also travel to
our assigned communities to monitor
the projects and process their claims
and reports. I like travelling to the
communities and enjoy meeting the

people that we serve. During the
years I‟ve worked with SLAAMB, I
have seen an improvement in the
communities to develop capacity with
their people, in terms of them being
trained in various trades and skills and
gaining work experience to better run
their communities and infrastructures.
Last year, the Board approved 171
training/employment proposals to put
744 people to work or onto training
programs.

STAFF PROFILE
My name is Ziggy
Robert Beardy and I
have been working
with SLAAMB for 15
years now. I‟m originally from Bearskin
Lake First Nation
Ziggy Beardy
and moved here to
Project Officer
Sioux Lookout to
look for work. As the Project Officer,
and along with the other Project Officer, we work with the 25 First Nation

TRAINEE PROFILE
My name is Alexis Sutherland and I am originally from Kashechewan First Nation. I am twenty four years
of age. I graduated from Timmins High and Vocational School in 2005.
After completing high school, I decided to take a year and half off to go back home and spend
time with my family and friends before I went out for college. When I returned to school, I started off
studying the Aircraft Maintenance Program at Canadore College in North Bay. I realized it was not what
I wanted to do and so I decided to follow my childhood dream of becoming a pilot. I enrolled in the pilot
program at Algonquin Flight Center (AFC) in North Bay where I received my Private Pilot License in the
spring of 2009. Unfortunately, the school had to close down and I had to search for other training centers
to finish my pilot training. After a while, I enrolled at Harv‟s Air in Steinbach, Manitoba. As I exhausted
my funding from a previous sponsor, I was ready to look for other funding or loans when I came across
the SLAAMB‟s Taking Flight Project. I am very grateful to have been accepted into the program as it
Alexis Sutherland
allowed me to complete the rest of my pilot training.
Pilot Training Graduate
I received my Commercial Pilot License and Multi Rating/Multi IFR in December 2010. Due to
financial hardships and being homesick, it was very difficult to pursue my flight training. I managed to
stay on track because I wasn‟t ready to give up on my goal.
As of December 6, 2010, I started working for Wasaya Airways LP based in Red Lake, Ontario. I am very excited that I
will be flying for the company this year as an apprentice. I will be starting as a „First Officer‟ in the Caravan and am hoping to
work my way up to flying the Hawker. There are other things I would like to do in the future such as obtaining my float rating as
well as become a helicopter pilot. But you never know those dreams can always change to something else. I really enjoy flying
any type of aircraft and being up in the skies.
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STAFF PROFILE
My name is
Genevieve Kakekaspan and I am the Finance Officer for
SLAAMB. I started
working
with
SLAAMB on
Genny Kakekaspan
June 14, 2005.
Finance Officer
It was a challenge at first
because the position had been vacant for a few months. The audit
needed to be completed and the
annual Chiefs meeting was coming
up. Sometimes I wonder how I had
managed the workload without
any orientation to the job. But I
came with a lot of experience
working with an aboriginal organization. Before joining SLAAMB, I

worked for my First Nation (Fort
Severn) for a number of years as a
Welfare Administrator and later as
a Chief Financial Officer. At the
same time, I supervised the bookkeeping aspects for our family retail store business.
As for my Education, I
went to high school in Stratford
and Dryden. I attended Sault College in Sault Ste Marie and Loyalist
College for Business & Accounting
and Social Work.
Within the last four
years, SLAAMB has provided more
training programs than the previous years. We moved to our new
office building complete with classrooms in November 2008. The
office is located at 80 Front Street.
First, we had the CAAR project
that trained carpenters to assist
them in acquiring their journey-

man designation. This project was
approved for three years and it
was completed March 2010. This
year, at the end of March 31, 2011,
we just finished two projects, which
are Certified Medical Interpreters
and Taking Flight Training programs. Taking Flight was in partnership with Wasaya Airways LP.
Looking after financial
requirements for these project
funding agreements, doing the
reports, cash flow forecasts, issuing
trainees allowances, tuitions and
any other government and board
requirements keeps me quite busy
at times, along with the regular
ongoing SLAAMB funds to First
Nations. I enjoy what I do and I
really enjoy working with the other
SLAAMB staff as well as the Board
members.
Meegwetch!

Taking Flight: Northern Aboriginal Aviation Careers & Medical Interpreter Program
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WHAT IS A COVER LETTER AND WHY DO YOU NEED ONE?
This article was written by Amy F. McPherson and is reprinted with permission from jobpostings.ca.

Most cover letters are read in eight seconds or less. That‟s not much time for you to introduce and sell yourself to prospective employer. Thinking of leaving out the cover letter since it seems to command so little attention? Think
again. Most employers say they won‟t even give a resume a second look if it is not accompanied by a cover letter.
The purpose of the cover letter is to:
♦Introduce you to a potential employer.
♦Highlight your interest in and qualifications for the position.
♦Demonstrate how yours skills are a fit for the employer‟s needs. Make sure you refer to specific items on you
resume.
♦Request an interview.
Even though this sounds like a lot of information to share, you need to be concise and brief with your cover letters.
They should be no more than one page in length. The goal of the cover letter and resume are to give enough information to encourage an employer to invite you for an interview. In the interview you will give more detailed examples.
GETTING STARTED
♦Begin by putting your contact information in a block in the upper left or right corner of the page. Include your
full mailing address, telephone number, and email address.
♦Skip one line and list the current date.
♦Skip another line and list the name, title, and address of the person to whom you are writing.
♦Skip a line and write your salutation. The salutation should always a formal greeting such as Dear Mr. Smith or
Dear Ms. Greene, not first names.
♦For an email format, your contact information will be located under your signature line at the bottom of the
letter.
DEAR (FILL IN THE BLANK)
♦Cover letters should be written to an individual not “To Whom It May Concern.” Research the organization and
find the name of the person.
♦If you are unable to find a name, address the letter to the position title (Director of Human Resources, Director
of Research and Development, etc.).
♦Mention the name of the organization in your letter instead of referring to it as “your Company/organization”
since this is also impersonal.
You may be thinking this sounds like it takes a lot of time. You‟re right! Personalizing each letter takes time, but
your letter will stand out as one from an applicant who is truly interested!
FIRST PARAGRAPH
♦State why you are writing and how you learned of the position (be Specific – a website, the local newspaper, a
family friend who works with that organization, etc.)
♦Give a brief introduction of yourself, including major and graduation date.
♦Be concise and do not use gimmicks to try and attract attention.
BODY OF THE LETTER
Demonstrate how you are a good match for the position listed. Do this in the body of the letter by identifying specific requirements of the job listed in the job description and describing the experience you have that supports those
requirements. Your main goal if to show the employer that you have the skills necessary to do the job. Be careful
not to simply repeat everything in your resume and elaborate on them. You may be able to accomplish this in one
paragraph or it may take a few.
CLOSING PARAGRAPH
♦State what you would like to happen as a result of sending the letter and resume –AN INTERVIEW. Ask for an
opportunity to meet and discuss your qualifications for the position.
♦Mention what you will do to follow-up.
♦Include information on the best way to contact you. Following the closing paragraph, skip a line to write
“Sincerely” then skip four lines and type your name. When you print the hard copy, you will sign your name in
the blank space.
That‟s it! Good Luck!

